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Abstract
Color is an important attribute for image matching and retrieval. We
present a new method for color matching based on a clustering algorithm in
the 3-D color space. We dene a new color feature to characterize the color
information and a distance measure to compute the color similarity of images.
We have implemented this technique and tested it for a database of about 170
images. The test results show that the `Eciency of Retrieval' of this new
method is very high.
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1 Introduction
Color is an important attribute of visual information. Hence, color is a very useful
attribute for image matching and retrieval 1]. Color images have not been used
widely due to the large storage and high computational requirements. With advances in technology, both the computing & the storage costs are rapidly decreasing.
Therefore, color images are increasingly being used now in many applications.
Our work has been motivated by a need to develop ecient color matching
techniques so that image retrieval based on color can be eective and fast. This
is required in many multimedia information systems such as trademarks databases,
face image databases etc. The problem is de ned as follows: assume that there are
a large number of color images in the database. Given a query image, we would like
to obtain a list of images from the database which are most \similar" in color to the
query image. For solving this problem, two concepts need to be developed { rst, a
feature which represents the color information of the image and second, a similarity
measure to compute the similarity between the feature values of two images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is on the image retrieval
model, section 3 is a brief review of past work, Section 4 describes the new method,
test results and discussion are given in section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusions.
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2 An Image Retrieval Model
Figure 1 shows a block schematic of a generic image archival and retrieval model.
In essence, image matching and retrieval is based on some characteristic features
of image class under consideration. The input images are analyzed to extract the
features and these features are used to store in the image database, along with
the original images. These features could, for example, be shape features, texture
features or color features. Whenever an image is submitted for search, it is analyzed
and its features are extracted. These extracted features are matched against those
in the database. A set of closely matching images are brought out as the result of
search output.
An important criterion for testing the ecacy of the search and retrieval is that
the output must include all the similar images. The list may have other images
as well, but that is not very important. The important thing is that the similar
ones should not be missed in the search process. If a similar image is not brought
out, it would defeat the purpose of having an automated search. Such a criterion is
important in many applications like trademark registration, ngerprint identi cation
etc., where the system brings out the short list and the nal decision is taken by
the human expert in the loop.
In this paper, we present an ecient method for image matching when color is
used as the feature for matching purpose.

3 Past Work
Recently there has been an increased interest in color research e.g., classi cation 2,
3], segmentation 4]. Swain and Ballard 5] have proposed a color matching method
in their paper on `color indexing'. Their method, called histogram intersection, is
based on matching of color histograms and the core idea in their technique is to
compute:
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Figure 1: An Image Retrieval Model
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H (I M ) = j=1Pn Mj j
j =1

j

(1)

where H (I M ) is the match value, I and M , are image (query image) and
model (an image in the database) histograms respectively, each containing n bins.
The match value is computed for every model histogram and the value is closer to
unity if the model image is similar to the query image. It is obvious that a match
value of unity is obtained for an image compared with itself. In this approach, the
feature vector f used to characterize the color information of an image is the 3-D
color histogram h(x y z) and the similarity measure is given by the match value
as shown in eqn. (1). Recent works such as 6, 7] also use some variation of the
histogram intersection method.
In the distance method 8] the feature used for capturing the color information
is the mean value, , of the 1-D histograms (normalized by the total number of
pixels) of each of the three color components of the image. The feature vector f for
characterizing an RGB image is:

f = (R G B )
The following distance measures have been used:
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where DqMi is the Manhattan distance between the query image and a database
image, DqEi is the Euclidean distance between the query image and a database image,
f is the color feature vector of the query image and f is the color feature vector of
the database image.
In the reference color table method 8], a set (table) of reference colors is de ned.
This set of colors is selected such that all the colors in the application are approximately covered perceptually. For every image, the histogram for this smaller set
of colors is computed. For this purpose, each pixel in the color image is assigned
the nearest color from the table. Then the histogram of the pixels with the newly
assigned colors is computed. If the reference color table selected is good, the `new
image' obtained by assigning the nearest color from the table, will perceptually be
the same as the original image. So, for this method, the color feature chosen is this
reduced color histogram based on the colors of the reference table. Thus,
q

i

f = (1 2 ::: n)

(5)

where i is the relative pixel frequency (with respect to the total number of pixels)
for the ith reference table color in the image and n is the size of the reference color
table. This feature is computed for all the images and stored in the database, along
with the original image.
For a particular query image, the feature vector, f described above is rst computed. Then, this f is matched against all f 's in the database (where f is the
feature vector of the ith image) to obtain the similarity measure with each image in
the database. For computing the similarity, a weighted distance measure is used:
q
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which leads to:
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A comparison of the above three techniques has been given in 8]. The reference color table method was found to be the best in terms of retrieval eciency.
However, the drawback of this method is that it requires a pre-de ned set of reference colors which can approximately cover all colors in the application. While
this condition may be satis ed in some applications, in situations where there are
on-going additions/deletions to the database and where knowledge of colors in the
images is not available before-hand, such a technique will not give good results. The
reference color table method requires a representative sample of all images stored
in the database in order to select the reference color table. For example, such a
priori knowledge is impossible to obtain in a trademarks database 9]. We have
developed a new unsupervised technique based on clustering which does not need
any knowledge about the colors in the images to be handled. We discuss the new
method in the next section.

4 The Clustering Technique
4.1 The Cluster Feature
The pixels of a color image can be regarded as points in the 3-D color space. Their
coordinates are the values of the pixels. The chroma of synthesized color images
(also for natural images with a few dominant colors) show continuity in the color
space. Usually, since the number of objects in an image is limited, the reection
characteristics of each object in natural light tends to be consistent and results as
clusters in the color space. If we perform clustering in the 3-D color space, we would
obtain a few clusters, each cluster corresponding to one of the dominant colors in the
image. We can take a representative sample (e.g. the mean color) of all such clusters
and de ne a new color feature representing the color information of the image. We
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Figure 2: Block Schematic of the Clustering Algorithm
also propose a new distance measure to compute the color similarity between two
images based on this feature. But before we give the formal de nition of our color
feature and similarity measure, we present the clustering algorithm which can be
used to perform clustering in color space. This algorithm is based on the method
proposed in 10]. An alternative method for clustering is 11].

4.2 The Clustering Algorithm
A block diagram of the clustering algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The input images
are in RGB representation. Color image pixels can be regarded as points in the 3-D
color space. Now consider synthetic images such as trademark images (or natural
images with a few dominant colors). The number of components in such an image
is small and each component is represented by one color, and the optical reection
characteristics of each component tends to be consistent. Thus, the color of each
component appears as one cluster in the color space. Color clustering can be used to
nd out these clusters and to assign a representative color to each of these clusters.
Unfortunately, for a given set of color images, there is not enough information
about the number and population of clusters. Moreover, training data is usually not
available. Therefore, we make the assumption that each color cluster has normal
7

distribution with one peak and there is sucient distance between every two color
clusters. In this case, the clustering operation can be simpli ed to a method for
nding peaks and estimating distribution parameters.
The distance measure is very important in clustering. The measure should be
consistent with the visual resolution and should also be uniform in all directions in
the entire color space. We use the CIE 1976 uniform color system (L u v ). The
distance between two colors can be calculated by the Euclidean distance:

d(L u v ) = (L )2 + (u )2 + (v )2] 21

(8)

We now describe the initial clustering algorithm which does the peak nding in the
3-D color space:
1. Compute the RGB color histogram.
2. Find all the color peaks (6-neighborhood maxima in the 3-D color space) using
the histogram.
3. A peak corresponds to a color cluster. For each cluster, note the RGB values
and population from the histogram.
4. Sort the peaks in the descending order, based on the cluster population.
5. Determine the number of peaks which do not have a very small population.
6. If the number of peaks found in step 5 is less than in step 3, merge the very
small clusters to their nearest color clusters. The nearest cluster is computed
based on the color-distance metric in (L u v ) space. The representative
color for this merged cluster is the weighted mean of the two original clusters.
7. For each pixel, compute the color distance to the dierent clusters. Assign
the pixel to the cluster for which color distance is minimum. Thus every pixel
gets assigned to one of the clusters.
We now describe in detail the two major problems in reducing the classi cation error: the design of the classi cation method, and the utilization of spatial
information.
8

4.2.1 Design of Classication Method
We have obtained the number of classes (clusters), the coordinates of center of each
class, and the corresponding amplitude value through the initial cluster analysis in
the color space. For more accurate classi cation, Bayes classi er is not applicable
because the covariance matrices are not available. We can use the minimum distance
classi er. Minimum distance classi er makes an implicit assumption that all classes
have the same population. It is very often that within an image, the dierence
in number of pixels for dierent colors is quite large. In this case, the minimum
distance classi er will result in large classi cation errors. Hence, we use a classi er
which takes care of population dierences in the color space. Suppose we have N
samples to classify into M clusters: !1 !2 : : : !M each cluster being Gaussian
distributed N (mi i), containing Ni samples. All clusters have the same covariance
matrix. With the assumption that Ni >> 1, we have the optimal decision rule:

d(x mj ) ; 2logp(!j )] = min
fd(x mi) ; 2logp(!i)]g
i

(9)

where d() is the Euclidean distance from the sample to the center of class !i calculated in the uniform color space. The ratio of the population of class !i to the total
samples, p(!i), can be calculated by the ratio of the corresponding ith amplitude
value to the total value, Ni=N , obtained by clustering in the 3-D color space.

4.2.2 Use of Spatial Correlation Information
There has been a lot of research to improve the image classi cation accuracy through
the use of spatial information 12]. These methods fall into three main categories:
1. Relaxation Methods, which represent spatial correlation information by consistency coecients.
2. Contextual Classi ers, which directly make use of spatial information.
3. Use of image texture measure, together with the spectral data.
9

The rst two methods are very complicated and computation-intensive. The third
method does not seem to be applicable in our case. We therefore use a predictive
classi er based on the Markov random eld model of image data. In the rst order
Markov random eld, a pixel is closely related to its two neighbors (top and left). It
means the probability that a pixel and its neighbors belong to the same color class
is relatively high. The following decision procedure is then applicable:
Perform classi cation using equation 9 in a raster scan order. For the
current pixel,

 Record the class label of top and left neighbor pixels !t and !l and
compute corresponding distance measures dt () and dl () (i.e. the
distance of the pixel from the class mean).

 Calculate the decision function dc() which measures the distance

between the present pixel and its current class !c. This distance
dc() is used for deciding the new label for the current pixel. Then,
if jdt ; dcj < then the pixel is assigned class !t, otherwise class !l
is given the same consideration. If the pixel can not be classi ed to
either class !t or class !l , it is classi ed using equation 9.

This method makes use of spatial correlation property of image data. It also
reduces the eect of noise in the clustering and saves considerable computation
time.

4.3 Cluster Matching
We present the new color feature and the similarity measure in this section. Suppose
we have an image I of size N pixels and assume that a clustering operation on the
image obtains m color clusters. Each cluster Ci is de ned as follows:

Ci = fRi Gi Bi ig where i = 1 2 : : : m

(10)

where (Ri Gi Bi) is the representative color of the cluster (we use the mean) and
i is the fraction of the pixels in that cluster as compared to the total number of
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pixels, i.e.

i = Number ofNpixels Ci :
Now, we can de ne the color feature of image I as:

(11)

f I = fCi j i = 1 2 3:::mg

(12)

Ci refers to a cluster in the color space computed by some clustering algorithm. Now
this feature vector can be computed for every image and stored in the database.
The similarity between a pair of images Q and I is given by a distance function,
d(Q I ). It is not necessarily true that the two images to be compared have similar
or same number of colors. Assume that image Q has m clusters and image I has
n clusters and that m  n (the reverse case can be similarly handled). We rst
compute the permutation function P for Q which maps every cluster i of Q to the
closest cluster (in color space) P (i) of image I . This permutation can be very easily
computed, as follows:
1. Form the distance matrix G = g]pq 1  p  m 1  q  n where
gpq = coldis(CpQ CqI ).
2. Find the minimum entry gxy in G.
3. P (x) = y.
4. Delete row x and column y (but do not change the index numbers of the rows
& columns of matrix G).
5. If G is empty (all rows and columns have been deleted) then stop else go to
step 2.
The color distance in the above algorithm can be the simple euclidean distance:
coldis(CpQ CqI ) = (RpQ ; RqI )2 + (GQp ; GIq )2 + (BpQ ; BqI )2] 2

1

(13)

If desired, the RGB representation could be converted to the 1976 CIE color representation and the distance can be computed in the CIE space using equation 8. The
CIE space distance is perceptually a better distance measure than the RGB space.
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For computing the similarity, we use a weighted distance measure:

q

D(Q I ) = ! (f ; f )2
q

which leads to:

D (Q I ) =
where:

and

min(
Xm n)

i=1

r

!i (Qi ; IP (i) )2

+

(14)

i

min(
Xm n)

i=1
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(15)

8 Q
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: 1 otherwise
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Q
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(17)

where f and f are the color features of the query image Q and database image
I respectively. Note that Qi and IP (i) are the ith cluster's relative pixel frequency
of the query and database images respectively. If the number of clusters is not the
same, the value of  = 0 is assumed for the corresponding cluster of any unmatched
cluster in the image with the larger number of clusters.
The distance formula has two factors { the relative frequency of the pixels of the
corresponding clusters as well as the color distance between the two clusters. Note
that ! is the weight factor used. For a pair of corresponding clusters, if both the
histogram bins are non-zero, then the weight !i used is Qi since we want to take the
relative proportion of color i in that image. If either of the corresponding histogram
bins have a value of zero (which means that it is an unmatched cluster), then !i is
taken to be unity. In this case the relative dierence of the two bins is used as a
push factor to separate the two images in the similarity measure. Therefore the rst
term (relative frequency term) represents the proportion of each individual color in
the image. This factor in the distance expression helps to rank the images based on
color similarity when the retrieved images have either an unequal number of colors
q

i
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(more or less number of colors) or a dierent mix of proportions of the individual
colors than the query image. If the two corresponding clusters have exactly the same
relative frequency, then the color distance becomes the primary factor in deciding
the distance. It is obvious here that the distance of an image from itself is zero.
As far as the computational complexity is concerned, both the cluster method
and the reference color table method require O(m2) time for a m  m image for the
feature computation (which is done only once). For the matching part, the reference
color table requires O(L) time where L is the size of the reference color table. The
cluster method requires O(pq) time for the matching, where p and q are the number
of clusters respectively in the two matched images. The actual time taken is not
very high since the number of dominant colors in an image is usually very small.

5 Test Results and Discussion
We have implemented the cluster-based color matching algorithm in an image information system and tested it on two databases. We rst used one database of 100
airline trademark images and then tested on another database of 70 ag images of
dierent countries.
We designed the tests in this manner: we picked 10 query images each for both
the databases which represented the population well. For each of these query images,
we manually listed the similar images found in the database. Then we applied the
techniques to each query image against all the images in the database to obtain
short lists of similar images. The summary of results are presented in table 2. For
any query, we de ne the eciency of retrieval, T , for a given short list of size T as
follows:
T

8
><
=>
:

n
N
n
T

if N  T
if N > T

(18)

where n is the number of similar images retrieved in the short list and N is the total
number of similar images in the database. Table 1 represents the retrieval eciency,
T , for both the methods, averaged over 10 queries. We have presented the results
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Matching Method

T=5
Hist. Intersection 0.547
Distance Method 0.880
Ref. Color Table 0.930
Cluster Matching 0.912

Airlines DB

T=10
0.645
0.925
0.987
0.968

T=15
0.713
0.986
0.987
0.986

T=20
0.771
0.993
1.000
0.997

T=5
0.475
0.612
0.943
0.919

Flags DB

T=10
0.625
0.837
0.986
0.967

T=15
0.778
0.958
0.988
0.979

T=20
0.868
0.983
1.000
1.000

Table 1: Average Eciency of dierent methods over 10 queries.
for short list sizes of T = 5 10 15 and 20. It can be seen from table 1 that the
eciency of the clustering method is superior to that of the histogram intersection
and the distance method. While the eciency of the reference color method is
better than the clustering method, both are almost of the same order. This shows
that if we have a priori knowledge of the colors in the database, then one can use
a suitable reference color table to obtain good retrieval eciency. However, in the
cases, where such information is not available, the clustering method is very good
since it can give almost a similar eciency. Figure 3 shows a sample query image
with the retrieved images for the airline database with a short list of size T = 9
using the clustering method. The image on the lower-right is the query image and
the results of the query are presented as a 3  3 grid of image icons. The images are
ranked from most similar to least similar in a left-to-right and top-to-bottom scan
order. Any of these icons can be clicked in the system and the corresponding image
is displayed on the lower-left area.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a new method of color matching for the purpose of image retrieval. We have de ned a new color feature based on color clustering and have
de ned a new distance measure suitable for matching this feature. The advantage
of our new technique is that it gives very high retrieval eciency without requir14

Figure 3: Retrieval Results for a Sample Query Image
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ing prior knowledge of the colors involved in an application. We are planning to
incorporate the color feature in our Trademarks image database which uses shape,
text and phonetics as other features 9]. We believe that the cluster feature can be
useful for indexing purposes since clustering can be viewed as a generalized form of
indexing 13].
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